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today’s menu

I using pre-trained models for transfer learning
I data augmentation for image-based ML
I interpreting CNNs
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if we have a trained CNN, can we use it for new tasks?
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transfer learning: idea and motivation

I in transfer learning, we try to exploit previously learned
knowledge when solving new tasks

I in practice: after training, we reuse some part of the model
I why? because it can reduce the need for training data for

the target task
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transfer learning in vision

[source]

https://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(18)30154-5
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two high-level approaches to transfer learning in NNs

[source]

http://www.programmersought.com/article/8404567181/
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tradeoffs between freezing and fine-tuning

I if we freeze the pre-trained model, training is fast but there is
a risk that the pre-trained part is not optimal for our task

I if we fine-tune, we are more flexible but risk forgetting what
we learned previously: catastrophic forgetting (McCloskey
and Cohen, 1989)

I we may explore intermediate solutions, e.g. by using lower
learning rates for the pre-trained parts or adjust them in later
epochs only
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how can we deal with overfitting in CNNs?
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using data augmentation to improve robustness

I CNNs are complex models and overfit easily
I it is good practice to apply one or more regularization

techniques including L2 penalties (“weight decay”), early
stopping, dropout

I for image-based ML tasks, it is very common to apply data
augmentation to increase variation among images
I random noising, shearing, rotating, darkening, flipping, . . .
I key assumption: output label is unchanged after

transformation
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ImageDataGenerator in Keras
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how much should we allow the examples to change?
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how can we understand what a trained CNN does?
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example: looking at feature maps

[source]

https://cs.nju.edu.cn/wujx/paper/CNN.pdf
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interpreting CNNs: drawing the filters
I see Visualizing what ConvNets learn

http://cs231n.github.io/understanding-cnn/
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interpreting CNNs (2): generating images to optimize a part
of the model

I see Feature Visualization

https://distill.pub/2017/feature-visualization/
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interpreting CNNs (3): occluding

I see Visualizing what ConvNets learn

http://cs231n.github.io/understanding-cnn/
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summary

I transfer learning where we reuse pre-trained models may
reduce the need for training data

I mitigating overfitting by applying data augmentation
techniques: random image modifications

I there are several techniques to interpret CNNs by visualization
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